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american truck simulator is a truck simulation game developed by scs software. it was announced on
september 6, 2013 [1] and released on february 2, 2016 [2] . it can be considered a spiritual

successor to the 18 wheels of steel franchise. american truck simulator is a truck simulation game
where you drive a truck and deliver cargo. it is an open world game with realistic physics and

controls. use the in-game menu to select the type of cargo you want to deliver. then, drive the truck
towards your destination. you will be able to build your own fleet to deliver cargo to customers on

time. the game includes multiplayer with local and online play. american truck simulator is a free-to-
play truck simulation game, in which you can drive one of several different trucks in an open world.

as you gain experience in the game, you can unlock more and more trucks, as well as more
upgrades for your vehicles. you can also expand your fleet by hiring drivers, and even becoming an

owner-operator. the game features realistic physics and controls, and you can make custom parts for
your truck. you can play the game locally or online with your friends. experience legendary american

trucks and deliver various cargoes across sunny california and sandy nevada. american truck
simulator takes you on a journey through the breathtaking landscapes and widely recognized

landmarks around the states.game mechanics are based on the highly successful model from euro
truck simulator 2 and have been expanded with new features, creating the most captivating game

experience from scs software.american truck simulator puts you in the seat of a driver for hire
entering the local freight market, making you work your way up to become an owner-operator, and

go on to create one of the largest transportation companies in the united states.
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